
 
New Allied Safe and Secure Healthy Travel Plan 
 
To help provide a safe and secure travel experience, Allied Tour & Travel will implement the 
following: 
 

 Allied will temporarily limit group size to 22-30 passengers on multi-day tours allowing for more 
spacing with empty seats while on the motorcoach.  

 
 Through April 30, 2021, cancel up to 24 hours prior to departure with no cancellation 

fee!!  Cancellations within 24 hours will be subject to non-refundable deposits made on the tour 
members’ behalf.  Tours involving airfare, rail, sporting events, or cruises will continue 
cancellation fees. 
 

 All passengers will complete a pre-trip health questionnaire verifying they are not ill, to the best 
of their knowledge.  

 
 Our motor coach company, Arrow Stage Lines, uses an EPA Registered CURIS Decontamination 

System that provides a No-Touch, Whole-Vehicle delivery system, which kills 99.9999% of germs 
so you can be confident in your Allied tour. 

 
 Motorcoaches are cleaned with soap, water, and disinfectants after each trip—drivers clean 

surfaces with disinfectants at the end of the day on multi-day tours. Hand sanitizers are 
available on each bus. 

 
 All of our vendors (hotels, attractions, restaurants, etc.) are taking extra steps to provide a 

cleaner, healthier travel experience.  
 

 All passengers are encouraged to purchase travel insurance as this has trip interruption benefits 
protecting in the event of a needed interruption to a traveler’s tour due to covered health 
reasons (coronavirus is covered as well). Interruption insurance helps with medical expenses 
should a traveler become ill or injured while on tour and meets the insurance criteria.  
 

 We ask that masks be worn when boarding or exiting the motor coach. Once on board you are 
welcome to remove your mask at your discretion. Some places we stop will require a mask as 
well. 
 
 

Tours are fun, and we want to make the experience as enjoyable as possible. These steps will 
help make traveling safer, but note that no travel is ever totally risk-free. We will be flexible 
regarding these policies, adding or deleting depending on current circumstances. 
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